NOTES AND STUDIES

For the present the interpreter of the New Testament will be wise not
to be too confident that he may accept £i> in Acts xii 25, or find purpose
in acnrarrap.EVOt in Acts XXV I 3· It is precisely Luke who alone in the
New Testament shews any familiarity with the future participle in
the sense of purpose.
A. T. ROBERTSON.

THE DEATH OF JUDAS.
ACTS i I8 OVTO> (Judas Iscariot) p.f.v o~v lKT~<raTo xwp{ov €K p.ta-Bov Tii>
a3tK{a>, Ka~ 7rp7JvYJ> )'£v6p.£VO> £AaK7JfT£V p.£<ro>, Ka~ £~£XV()7J 7raVTa Ta fT7rAayxva
aVroV.
The difficulties of this passage are (i) its divergence from other
accounts : this we cannot hope to remove. ( ii) The asyndeton of sense
-we expect Ka~ lv am-lfl 7rp7JV~> y£v6p.£vo>. (iii) The phrase 7rp7Jv~> y£v6p.£VO> which, if anything, should be passive-' thrown on his face', since
one does not' become headlong'. (iv) The precise meaning of €A.aK7J<r£v
p.£rro>· (v) The miraculous story that he should have fallen so that 'all
his bowels gushed out '-a possible effect of a sword thrust but not of
a fall, or the equally miraculous story that he burst, if this be the meaning of €AO.K7JfT£ p.£rro>.
To take these points in another order. (v) Papias has, in his totally
different account, Ta (yKaTa d1Tov €KK£vwB~vat, an evacuatio viscerum,
common in violent deaths, whether the hanging of Matthew (xxvii 5)
or the fall of Luke. (vi) lA.aK7J<r£v means 'burst' in two accounts quoted
by Blass (see Milligan's .Dictionary•s.v.). But these are possibly derivative. However, Luke may have used €A.aK7J<r£v p.£rro> = 3t£ArLK7J<rEV, as
he has elsewhere (for 3t£a-xta-B7J) £rrx{rr()7J To Kam7r£Tarrp.a ••• p.£a-ovwhere Mark has a longer phrase. 3taAiiK£w is good Greek for 'burst',
but A.aK£w is very doubtful as such. A further passage is quoted in
lexica for the meaning, Geopon. xiii IS; but if the chapter be read it
will be seen that it only means, apparently, 'come to a violent end'.
How, is uncertain.
Oddly enough no one appears to have noticed a use of €AaK7Jrr£v,
whose appositeness at once leaps to the eye. In Hierocles's Philogelos 1
the book of all others whose vocabulary mpst closely resembles that of
the New Testament, the grumpy man (3vrrKoAo>) in joke number 194
falls downstairs. Some one shouts 'Who's in there?', and he answers
lyw (€vTo>) Tov lvmK{ov p.ov €A.aK7Ja-a· T{ 1rpo> rrl.; (so the best MS, corrected,
as shewn, by Eberhard). Here the sense is clearly 'have fallen ', or,
in modern parlance, 'have crashed', 'come a cropper'.
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The meaning 'burst' occurs in Joke 176.
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It leaps at once to the eye that all difficulties but (i) can be solved if
we read Kat p.luo<; yEv6f-L£Vo<; £A.aK7JUE 7rp7JvfJr;-' and when he lirrived in
the midst of it he fell headlong '-Kat £tEKEvtiJ07J Ta u7rA.ayxa. Of course
we cannot call this-at least not the last four words-a probable correction : but I maintain that it is quite likely to have been very nearly what
Luke found in his source. For all the difficulties are removed, and we
have a perfectly straightforward account in Greek of the kind Luke's
authority may have used. Luke's failure to realize the sense of the
vulgarism £A&.K7JrrE thus produced his very strange account.
As to the idioms assumed (i) yEVI.rrOat of place is quite common : e. g.
Lk. xxii 40 yEv6f-LEVO<; 8( €7rt Tov T67rov ; (ii) IL'-uo<; Eivat of place appears in
one recension of Mt. xiv 24 T6 8£ 7rAof:ov ~87J f-LEuov T~'> Oa>..auU7J<; ~v-or
the source may have had £v IL'-uce, the common idiom ; (iii) '1rP7JV~'> l7rEuE
(or KaT£7rEuE) is attested by a whole row of Greek writers down from
Homer.
I suggest, therefore, that the transposition of f-LEuos and 7rp7Jv~r; in the
account, whether we choose to consider the error that of Luke or of his
scribes, solves at once almost all linguistic difficulties. The accident,
I suppose, is considered to have taken place in a pit in Judas's l!ew
purchase, which may, in Luke's source, have been a potter's field; for,
as may be seen from Matthew's account, such a field was expected to be
the scene of his death.
A. D. KNOX.

To

J1.1]Siva ualveuOat EV Tatr BA.£teutv ravratr
(I TRESS. iii 3).

IN general the vocabulary of Paul is not markedly different from the
current prose of his period, however much his style and ideas approach
the Hebraistic. Nor, in any case, do I know that this remarkable
phrase--T6 IL7J8'-va ua{vEuOat £v Tat<; OA.{l{!Eutv TavTatr;-has been explained
as a Hebraism. Greek it certainly is not: for it can only be taken as
a metaphor from the .dog that iratvn its tail or its master. No language
ever used a word of tail-wagging to mean 'perturb mentally ' : and the
translation 'that none be flattered' (ua{vEuOat = KoAaKruEuOat), though
legitimate, is wholly inappropriate. The citation of Hesychius, ua{vETat·
KtvEI:Tat, uaAEVETat, TapaTTETat is of no assistance : we do not know its
source, and ha ye no right to translate it otherwise than 'is waggled', 'is
moved', 'is shaken', 'is stirred'. At a guess I should say that the
original refers to a scudding ripple on the sea. Nor do the variae

